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• Building integrated heliostats (BIH) provide a solution for preserving ‘natural’ daylight

Light levels in high-rise cities

Manhattan: Photo by Freddy Marschall on Unsplash
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• Reflect sunlight  into shaded areas

• Create interesting light features 

highlight trees, gardens, 

sculptures

• Improve productivity and visual 

comfort [1]

• Improve energy efficiency 

How it works

[1] Heschong Mahone Group, 1999, US Department of Education, ERIC, Report No HMG-R-9803 
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• What is the exposure hazard from BIH?

• The sun is known to be hazardous. 

• The general public may be unable to determine the 

nature of the hazard or appropriate protection 

1) Reflected light is not the same as sunlight

2) Heliostat operator is responsible for light hazards

3) Building codes don’t generally regulate light reflections

Exposure hazards?

Credit: BZE Credit: AFP/Getty Images
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• ICNIRP Guidelines [2][3][4]

• = spectral irradiance,           = damage sensitivity function, 

• t  = exposure time in 8 hours; dose accumulates from all sources of UV

Quantifying UV Radiation Safety

[2] ICNIRP, Health Physics, 87(2), p171-186, 2004

[3] ICNIRP, Health Physics 99(1), p6-87 , 2010

[4] ICNIRP, Health Physics 105(1), p74-96 , 2013

• Photochemical and thermal injuries to cornea, lens and retina. 

• Aversion reflex protection? site specific analysis required

• Coroneo Effect UVA condition depends on geometry Reproduced from [3]
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• Residual UV spectrum after two reflections on heliostat material [5]

Heliostat Mirror Reflectance and UV light

[5] Good et al, Solar Energy Materials & Solar Cells, 144, p509–522, 2016
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• Irradiance limit as a function of solar spectrum (excl and incl Coroneo UVA)

Maximum Safe Irradiance for Continuous Exposure
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Silver Films Metallised Sheets Glass Mirrors

• Heliostats switched off during high UV index times to limit cumulative exposure

Shorter duration operation
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Spectral Filtering

UV stabilised polycarbonate sheet Glass Mirrors + PC

• UV light removed from heliostat system – higher irradiance levels are be safe
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• UV hazards managed with design

• Make the system sun-like to minimise ocular 

hazards (aversion / UVA conditions)

• Provide an alternate shaded path

• Take extra care with pools, tables + chairs...

• Provide warnings or PPE if necessary

• Hazard management plans approved, 

implemented and monitored

Design Techniques

[6] Multiple exposure in the pool area at the Marriott Hotel, San Diego

[7] One Central Park Atrium, Photo by TILT

[8] Rjukan heliostat by PresseBox.de Flickr

[6]

[8]

[7]
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• Building integrated heliostats generally contain hazardous UV radiation

• Heliostat light is not the same as sunlight

• Heliostat operators have full control over this radiation hazard

• Hazards are readily controlled to within safe limits set by ICNIRP

• Irradiance levels, operation duration , filters and diffusers

• Good design is important; minimise risk, maximise impact

Conclusions
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